GUIDELINES FOR AUTHORS

Manuscripts:

1) The *Journal of Mobile Multimedia* (JMM) provides a forum for exchange of ideas and information on the issues and challenges brought by the emerging technologies for mobile multimedia applications and services, and enabling infrastructures for the control and management of networks and devices.

2) Original research papers, state-of-the-art reviews, technical notes, tutorials, perspectives, correspondences, and book reviews are all welcome.

3) The default upper limit for each article type is: 2 (journal) pages for a correspondence, perspective, or book review; 6 pages for a letter; 35 pages for an original research article; 35 pages for a review or tutorial article.

Submissions:

1) Submission of a paper implies that it has not been published, and is not being considered for publication in another journal. All submitted papers would be acknowledged and peer-reviewed. They will not be returned.

2) Authors, when submitting a paper, are encouraged to provide us with
   a) the names of two "guardian" editors from the editorial board, and
   b) a list of several (preferably 3 to 5) names for potential referees.

   Authors are also encouraged to specify, in their cover letter, the type of the submitted article as an original article, survey article, review, tutorial, perspective, or correspondence.

3) A paper can be submitted by sending the manuscript in pdf format, along with a cover letter, to
   
   jmm@rintonpress.com or jmm@iiwas.org

Publication:

1) Once a paper is accepted for publication in JMM, the copyright is transferred to the publisher. The author retains the rights to use all or part of the paper in his (her) future publications, in which the source of the original publication is acknowledged.

2) The authors of accepted papers are requested, if necessary, to reformat their papers according to the layout for the journal. The Word template for preparing manuscripts for JMM can be downloaded at http://www.rintonpress.com/style